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A new decade
is upon us!
I

t has been a full year for us at HR Focus, and we hope you
have had a fruitful 2019 as well. For us, this year marked a
decade of Informing, Impacting, and Inspiring the world of
work in Ghana. In this year, we ended one phase of our growth
and took the first steps of transformation.
This has been our journey so far:
2009 - HR Focus Magazine’s 1st Production
2012 – Maiden Edition of HR Focus Forum
2013 – Maiden Edition of Awards Event; HR Excellence Awards
(in collaboration with IHRMP)
2015 – Maiden Edition of HR Focus Conference and Awards
2016 - HR Focus evolves into production house
2016 – Maiden Edition of HR Focus Business Challenge
2018 – HR Focus Organizes HR Interactive Events; CEO meets
HR, HR Change Makers Summit,
2019 – HR Focus becomes HR Focus Africa
We are drawing a curtain on one year, and patiently waiting as
the sun rises on the next. The year 2020 is the beginning of a
new decade; and we all need to take on the New Year with a
fresh perspective. How ready are you to be the best version of
yourself?
Based on what our team went through this past year, I will share
three tips that can help you live your best life in 2020.

Seek Fulfillment; nothing beats the satisfaction of knowing you
have utilised your energy and brainpower well. Being focused
on finishing a task may not be all you need. Instead, focusing on
finishing a meaningful task – one that means more to you than
a line item on your KPI, will bring more satisfaction. Be sure to
learn a new thing or two from every task you perform.
Strive for excellence; No one can tell you who to be in this new
decade. You may set some goals that may be unrealistic, or you
may bring back old resolutions you never achieved. Whichever
situation you find yourself in, be adamant in going above and
beyond what is ‘the norm’ for you.
In this edition of HR Focus Africa we have views on unmet yearly
targets, employee end-of-year benefits, and awe-inspiring HR
Spotlight Features from high achieving HR Practitioners such
as; the HR Director of Microsoft South Africa, HR Focus’ HR
Practitioner of the year 2019, among many others.
Visit our website; www.hrfocusmagazine.com to read our past
editions. Also, be sure to join our online community by following
us @HRFocusU on twitter, facebook, and instagram, and ‘HR
Focus Universe’ on YouTube and LinkedIn. We will be very happy
to connect with you for more impact, insight and information.
Enjoy!

Enjoy life; do not get lost in dreary processes. Take on new
challenges, look for new ways of doing not-so-new things, and
do well to fill the life you have with good memories, shake off
resentment for Mondays, and approach everyday with the joy
that weekends bring.

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Gig economy: Uber
launches on-demand
jobs app ‘Works’

ber Technologies has launched a new app to put casual
workers in touch with employers trying to fill vacant shifts.
The taxi-hailing tech giant, which has disrupted the taxi
business model worldwide, says it has built tech solutions that
can “help positively impact a workers’ shift experience and
eliminate bottlenecks to finding work”.
Launched first in Chicago, workers registering on the Uber
Works platform must complete an I-9 right-to-work form, undergo
a background check, and pass skills assessments before they
can qualify for more specialised roles. It is not known how soon
the technology might arrive in the UK or in Africa.
“We believe that finding work shouldn’t have to be a job in itself,”
reads an Uber blog post.
“For positions as diverse as being a prep cook, warehouse
worker, a commercial cleaner or event staff, Uber Works aims to
make it easier to find and claim a shift.”
The service helps employers fill last-minute casual vacancies
but can also assign workers for regular shifts on an ongoing
basis: “Whether you’re looking for one or 100 workers, or if it’s
last-minute or weeks away, we can help you find the right people
to fill a shift,” reads the website.

Just like the ride-hailing app, the Uber Works platform includes
the ability to leave feedback. The concept is not new. Freelancing
platforms like Wonolo and Shiftgig are comparable and other
platforms like Upwork offer a similar service for the professional
sector.
But the widespread recognition of its brand could provide Uber
with an advantage.
“Uber Works presents a real opportunity to help improve
the quality and access of work through technology,” said the
company. “For us, it’s clear we are just at the beginning of the
journey. The Uber Works team is committed to the task ahead
as we learn and explore how we can be a part of the solution.”
Significantly, unlike when Uber disrupted the taxi market, Uber
Works says it is taking a “partnership approach”. It says it is
collaborating with staffing agencies, including TrueBlue, one of
the largest agencies in the US, who will “employ, pay and handle
worker benefits”.
Uber Works says it is committed to delivering services that
support “skill up-leveling” and people returning to work.
Credit: PersonnelToday.com

Robots As Job Creators?
Upskilling, Cobots and
AI May Prove Job Loss
Doomsayers Wrong

C

onventional wisdom has it that a coming onslaught of
industrial robots will throw millions of current factory
workers out of their jobs. The direst predictions envision
whole classes of people permanently locked out of the working
world.
The truth is the concept of robots eliminating manufacturing jobs
is not a new phenomenon– it has been going on for decades.
More so, as technological development accelerates and robots
become better and cheaper, the risk to current employment is
intensified. But that is not the whole story. Some jobs will be
eliminated, certainly – but some will be changed, and new ones
will be created.
Instead of filling the media with scare tactics, the world of work
needs to prepare for the future of work. People management
in this era should be geared towards making employees’ lives
better and how to use robotics applications to help create work.
Until recently, robots were unwieldy and dangerous and therefore
displaced workers for their own safety. Today’s technology is
different – collaborative robot technology (cobot technology) is
now designed to work with people and not replace them.

From the learning and development angle of HR management,
this creates opportunities for lower skilled workers to improve
upon their value. Now, the less-abled, order workers and so on,
can do certain tasks with cobots that they erstwhile could not
have imagined.
To be ready for the transformation of manufacturing work will
take a different mindset, however. It will involve retraining and
upskilling our existing workforce, while preparing our future
workers for higher-level and different work.
In industrial automation, focus should be placed on human
skills that cannot be mimicked – empathy and creative thinking.
Technology cannot replace crafts and as such, we need a
better understanding of the jobs that are at risk of replacement.
Quality will be improved as industrial automation reshapes
manufacturing in many ways. Life will be made better on a whole
as technology advances in precision, speed and motion control.
Though change is threatening and frightening, it should not
be mistaken as evil before it is explored for all its benefits.
Technology in so many ways is making the future rather bright.

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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African companies of 2019
AFRICAN LEADERSHIP UNIVERSITY
Founded by Ghanaian, Fred Swaniker, the African Leadership
University (ALU) is dedicated to educating the next generation of
African leaders and to fighting the brain drain. ALU allows students to
select missions to pursue, rather than majors to drive change. Their
innovative approach to student finance allows students to pay nothing
their education but only pay a share of their income to investors once they
are employed. ALU has campuses in Mauritius, Rwanda, and Kenya.

FLUTTERWAVE
Nigerian entrepreneur, Olugbenga Agboola, started Flutterwave
in 2016 following problems of fragmented payments in Africa. The
digital payment API is designed to make it easier to do business across
the continent by allowing users to make international payments in their
own currencies. It is now integrated with major online tools such as Shopify
and WooCommerce, and allows customers to make payments on platforms like
Amazon.

FLARE
This Kenyan company provides support to emergency response teams in the country
through its software infrastructure. The company’s digital platform brings together the
country’s fragmented ecosystem of emergency vehicles, and uses GPS tracking and Google
navigation to route the most appropriate responders to each emergency scene as requested
by users. With a network of over 400 ambulances, Flare has already completed 350 lifesaving rescues and reduced its average response time to 20 minutes.

SANKU-PROJECT HEALTHY CHILDREN
Based in Tanzania, the team at Sanku-Project Healthy Children have scaled technology
and business solutions that put lifesaving nutrients into the food that hundreds of millions of
malnourished people eat the most. The project recently developed innovative new technology, the
“Dosifier,” which enables rural flour mills to fortify flour with key nutrients during the milling process.
The company provides fortified flour to more than one million people.

FARM TO MARKET ALLIANCE
The nonprofit project, which is a consortium of eight agri-focused organisations, helps smallholder
farmers receive relevant information, investment, and support from seed to market, so they can
produce and sell marketable surplus and increase their income. The project, born out of the World
Food Programme, has developed PATH, a value-chain solution that helps farming families’ transition
to commercial agriculture. The solution provides farmers with four key areas of support: predictable
markets, affordable finance, technologies and quality inputs, and handling and storage solutions.
So far, PATH has successfully engaged over 150,000 farmers from Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, and
Zambia. It has also generated US$17 million in crop purchases by commercial buyers.

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Dear HR ,

One Size Does
Not Fit All
By: Ms. Revina Acheampong

know that employees do not really appreciate “one-size-fits-all”
approach. Instantprint, an online printing company, conducted
a survey of 1,500 office workers, who were asked what they
would want from their employer this Christmas, and these are
the survey’s results:

b. Equity and justice: The employees should be informed about
these mechanisms. Also, there should be clear communications
of the standard mechanisms and policies
related to pay and benefits disbursements in order to ensure
equity and justice to all employees.

• 29% would like a gift voucher from their company
• 28.8% would appreciate getting off early
• 20% prefer a free bar at the company Christmas party
• 10% would like a physical gift above all else from their employer
• 7% would like a donation to charity made in their name

c. Adherence to External Changes: As the times and seasons
change, organisations need to keep track and stay aligned. For
both monetary and non-monetary pay, changes in trends should
inform how the organisation’s system runs.

“

When your staff members feel
truly cared for and valued,
they feel they have a stake in
the business’ success, and give
more to build the organisation.

”

In addition to the five listed points above, some employees
preferred handwritten, personalised thank-you cards. Granted,
putting together a wish-list of staff’s personal references is
overreaching, especially if you are the HR Director of an
organisation with staff strength of over 600 people. However,
it is helpful to be aware of your employee’s varied tastes and
preferences as a part of your rewards and retention strategy.
Traditionally, businesses show appreciation to employees for a
year of hard work by giving bonuses, gift cards, and Christmas
parties. For want of equity, whether or not employees feel
appreciated with the one-size-fits-all approach for Christmas
bonuses, there is very little adjustment that can be implemented
for Christmas Gifts or Bonuses. This offers awesome
opportunities for HR managers and professionals to make their
high-flying staff feel valued, to create more opportunities for
talent retention, and to cement strong team relationships.
Three key points to note in developing a cutting edge rewards
strategy include: Fair Treatment, Equity and Justice, and
Adherence to External Changes:

Dear HR,
Christmas has a special way of evoking emotions, summoning
memories and carrying nostalgia of a time well spent with a loved
one or two. Even the smallest of gifts can trigger a feeling that
otherwise, would not have been the case. During the Christmas
season, employees expect that their organisations will give

them the “Christmassy” feel that accompanies the festivities;
something entirely different from the drab atmosphere that you
have become accustomed to the whole year
I believe you have considered some innovations for your
employees for this year’s Christmas celebration, to give.
Additionally, in handing out Christmas goodies, it is useful to

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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a. Fair treatment: There should be a fair mechanism in place
to decide the compensation of various different categories of
jobs including exempt, non- exempt, managerial, technical,
operational jobs in an organisation. Different departments and
designations contribute differently according to their relevance
and the kind of duties & functions they perform.

An environment that encourages current employees to remain
employees is essential In building a retention strategy. HR
managers and practitioners then have the responsibility of
creating the right environment for employees to thrive and feel
appreciated. Here are three points out of many, that are key in
Employee Retention:
a. Ensuring Worklife Balance: Allowing worker to take time off
and leave early on certain occasions, shows that you understand
they need to attend to their personal life needs. That creates
more value for employees.
b. Open Door Policy: Many a time, workers have resentment
against the management and cannot voice it out. Once the
freedom to walk up to management for a conversation exists,
workers will more often than not, be able to communicate how
best they feel appreciated and valued in the workplace
c. Matching responsibilities, expectations & rewards: Once
there is an clear mismatch between expectations and rewards,
dissatisfaction will set in. They may not feel like they are being
recognized for their efforts, and will begin to question how they
are contributing to the bigger picture.
A response to the research conducted by Instantprint, will be
to incorporate some form of equity and fair treatment in giving
out Christmas gifts, as well as considering the changing times.
Knowing that a gift voucher, an early finish, and a free bar
for drinks can boost employee morale and make them feel
appreciated, HR Management can create diverse opportunities
for boosting employee morale, especially in the Christmas
season. This can yield significant results for employers, by
reducing staff turnover. When your staff members feel truly
cared for and valued, they feel they have a stake in the business’
success, and give more to build the organisation.
Considering one size does not fit all; consider returning to
the drawing board to create more wholesome experiences
for employees. While at it, have a very merry Christmas and a
happy new year!

PR and Communications Specialist
Dentsu Aegis Network

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Unmet Yearly Targets;
who should be blamed?
By: Derrick Kwaku Afriyie

henever a new year comes around, to most of us it
comes with the proverbial clean slate – new goals and
new opportunities to redo the disappointments of last
year. Exciting, right? But the truth is, many times the goals we
set for ourselves and others are not met. Is it that we lose focus,
feel overwhelmed or give up – why don’t we meet our targets?
Organisations are ambitiously looking for affordable but efficient
ways of either expanding their business, increasing their bottom
line, venturing into new markets, launching a new product or
introducing a change programme, and are almost always keen
to achieve them at all cost.
While these ambitious targets seem like a great opportunity for
the organisation to upscale, it sometimes leaves an overwhelming
burden on both the employer and employee to meet or exceed
targets within strict timelines.
Throughout the year, some employers come up with grand ideas
that lead to targets that seem unrealistic. Such goals become a
huge hurdle and burden when employers do not communicate
the purpose, goals and expectations of these targets. While this
may not always be the case, the lack of effective communication
and clarity is usually been the root cause of many unmet targets.
How does each goal contribute to the organisation’s targets?
Why is this specific goal important in the bigger scheme of
things? How will everyone benefit from accomplishing this goal?
These salient questions need answers.
Another overlooked yet critical subject is motivation or the lack
thereof. Organisations usually say “our people are our biggest
assets”, but is this always the case? In an organisation, it will
be no surprise to find seventy-five percent (75%) of employees
confirming that they are not fully motivated to work towards
their organisation’s goals. A company that wants to succeed
must engage its employees. It is only then, that the people will
understand what the organisation stands for and be eager to
produce excellent results.
However meeting targets is not a responsibility that solely rests
on the employer. It is quite the opposite, as the employee also
plays a critical role in driving high outcomes for the organisation.
On the side of the employee, failing to accept and communicate
challenges has one way or the other contributed to unmet

targets. If things are not where they need to be in the employee’s
opinion, they should not sugarcoat it. Instead, they should be
open and honest. Similarly, if things are not going as planned,
employees should not wait to communicate it at the very last
minute. Transparency is key.
In addition, feedback on one’s work and progress is necessary
at all times. It helps to get back on track, as mistakes are bound
to happen. Employees do themselves a lot of good by asking for
help in the form of feedback, instead of focusing on the problem,
there’s really nothing to gain from constant fretting.
As a first step to finding out who is really “to
targets we need to think less like a judge
diagnostician. We will need to ask why it
than choosing someone to blame, as that
disappointment, ill-feeling, and aggravation.

blame” for unmet
and more like a
happened rather
will develop into

To investigate what went wrong in meeting targets, an
organisation must explore all the gaps and refuel the team’s
energy for a better strategy to excel. While at it, managers must
not be quick to accept the first few answers, in order to get to
the bottom of an underperforming team. Yes, it might be that the
team is simply not closing enough deals, but with a little more
digging, the organisation will find the ‘why’ behind the current
situation.
Many organisations do not leverage on employee engagement
to manage unmet targets. Yet, having employees aligned with
the organisation’s core values, communicating effectively and
appreciating the team’s effort even when targets are not being
met as expected will go a long way to make progress and
eventually, perfection.
The secret to success in the organisation is finding out from
employees what lights up their work and how that ties into
the wider goals of the organisation.
Engagement is a catalyst to productivity.
So the next time you are looking for
someone to blame for unmet targets,
pause and ask yourself, “Do I really need
to point fingers?”
HR Reward Project Manager,
Sub Saharan Africa
British Council

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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HR Focus Conference
& Awards 2019
T

he HR Focus Africa Magazine has organized the eighth HR
Focus Conference and the fourth HR Focus Awards. This
year, the HR Focus Conference and Awards comprised
the Vodafone HR Forum and Corporate Exhibitions and the HR
Focus Awards.
The annual HR Focus Conference is designed to bring together
top-level executives and business professionals with the aim
of shared learning and discussions around a central theme, as
well as networking. The Vodafone HR Forum, which was under
the theme, “Agile Working; Redefining Productivity,” saw the
gathering of over 250 professionals and business executives at
the Ghana Shipper’s Authority, Ridge.
Keynote speaker for the programme was Mrs. Patricia Obo-Nai,
CEO of Vodafone Ghana with panelists including Ms. Hannah
Ashiokai Akrong, HR Director-Vodafone Ghana; Mr. William
Easmon, HR Director - Barclays Ghana; Dr. Hazel Berrard
Amuah, HR Director - Guinness Ghana Breweries Ltd, and Mr.
Nashiru Iddrissu, Managing Director - Hollard Life.
During the forum, Mrs. Obonai mentioned, that for Agile Working
to be successful, “organisations must provide the necessary
tools and technology required for optimum performance.” She
added that managers must relook at their processes and build a
culture of trust so that employees are empowered to work where,
when, and how they choose so long as they are delivering on
their Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
Panelists and participants delved in on Agile Working and its
impact on business performance by bringing to light its benefits
to firms and employees. Another key learning was the correlation
between Agile Working and productivity.

The corporate exhibition, which saw companies showcasing
their products, services, and HR processes, presented a great
opportunity for networking and business growth.
HR Focus Awards
The HR Focus Awards meted out over 25 awards to HR
Practitioners and HR Teams across industries in Ghana to
recognize and reward HR best practice in Ghana, with MTN
Ghana Coming out as the overall best organisation and Dr.
Hazel Berrard Amuah, HR Director - Guinness Ghana, being
awarded the HR Practitioner of the Year.
Honorary awards were also given to individuals and institutions
for their innovative contributions to HR management and
development in Ghana. Namely, Irene Asare – Tullow Ghana
and the Institute of Human Resource Practitioners (IHRMP)
The guest of honour, Mr. CC Bruce – Group Chief Operating
Officer, Enterprise Group addressed the HR Practitioners and
business executives gathered. He said that in order for HR
Practitioner and businesses to achieve the best out of their work,
they must pursue purpose in their practice.
This year’s HR Focus Conference and Awards was sponsored
by Vodafone Ghana, Bond Savings and Loans, Barclays Bank,
Multichoice, Hollard Group, Samara, SIC Financial Services,
Kasapreko, Enterprise Gorup, Petrosol, Opportunity International,
Patholab, Zentech, Enclave Africa, L’AINE Services, Crystal
Oasis, OLAM, Multimedia Group, Pent TV, and Sunny FM.

www.hrfocusmagazine.com

HR Focus Award Winners List
• Best HR Management in Financial Services - Barclays Bank
• Best HR Management in NGO - World Vision
• Best HR Management in Manufacturing - Guinness Ghana Breweries PLC
• Best HR Management in Healthcare - Nyaho Medical Centre
• Best HR Management in Energy & Natural Resources - Tullow Ghana
• Best HR Management in Media - Omni Media (Citi FM/Citi TV)
• Best HR Management in Telecommunication and IT - MTN Ghana
• Best HR Management in Public Sector - Food & Drugs Authority
• Best Organization in Learning & Development- MTN Ghana
• Best Organization in Employee Relations - MTN Ghana
• Best Organization in Rewards Management- Barclays Bank
• Best Organization in Performance Management - Newmont Ghana
• Best Organization in Recruitment & Selection - Vodafone Ghana
• Best Organization in HR Information Systems (HRIS) - Guinness Ghana Breweries PLC.
• Best Organization Organizational Culture - Barclays Bank
• Best Organization Employer Branding - MTN Ghana
• Best Organisation in Localization - Newmont Ghana
• Best Organisation in HSE, Wellbeing and Workplace - Vodafone Ghana
• Best Organisation in Diversity and Inclusion- MTN Ghana
• HR Team of the Year – AirtelTigo
• HR Rising Star of the Year- Victor Otsu - HRBP, Commercial Functions - Vodafone Ghana
• HR Manager of the Year- Abdallah Ibrahim - Manager, HR Strategy, Planning & Analytics - MTN Ghana
• HR-Oriented CEO of the Year - Dr. Elikem Tamaklo - Managing Director - Nyaho Medical Center
• HR Practitioner of the Year – Dr. Hazel Berrard Amuah - HR Director - Guiness Ghana Breweries Ltd.
• Overall Best Organization in HR Practice - MTN Ghana
• Honorary Award - Leadership in HR Innovation - Mrs. Irene Asare - Director of Business Services - Tullow Ghana
• Honorary Award - HR Influence & Development - Institute of Human Resource Management Practitioners, Ghana (IHRMP)

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Passion in Business:
What’s In It
for Everybody

»
»

By:Ahmed Ibrahim

» Complete payment
on any Lakeside
Estate House by
the End of
November, 2019
and enjoy
FREE FURNISHING.
* Terms and Conditions Apply

B

efore thinking about starting a business, you will need to
ask yourself if you possess the inner fuel that is needed
to progressively succeed with little or no mistakes at all.
Anyone can start a business but to own a business, you will
need to carve passion-fuelled goals and targets and supported
them with strategy and initiatives for execution. Then, you must
carry out this strategy to make it work within the short, medium
and long term. It might be worth noting that entrepreneurs go
beyond the traditional 8 hours of work a day to be successful
Passion is what drives and propels you; without it, you will not
survive the turbulence associated with being an entrepreneur.
Building a business will take a toll on you emotionally, mentally,
and physically – passion is what keeps you from burning out. In
Steve Jobs words, “People with passion can change the world
for the better”
On the flip side, passion can be misplaced and misused,
once it is not targeted at your intended venture or business
for specific results. Advanced research has proven that 90%
of start-ups fail because they do not unearth their true passion
before commencing the business. What is passion without a
product, customer base or a supporting team? Every passionate
Entrepreneur needs a product/service and customer base as
well as a team of committed and like-minded people
Passion for an idea that does not solve a problem may lead you
to invest your time and energy in the wrong space. A complete
product or service is one that people are interested in and
believe in. It is only then, that your passion will bring profit to
you and your business. If your passion does not lead to financial
growth of your start-up, you will fail. You have to recognize when
your passion is misplaced. You need to weigh both passion and
logic to make smart choices for your business.
Unkown to many, passion is to be developed. It is usually
thought of as some intrinsic calling you either have or not.

It is a frustrating way to think about passion if you are yet to
discover your passions. However, as the author and financial
expert Stefanie O’Connell puts it, “Passion is something you can
find. If you want to find your life purpose, you have to leave your
bubble”. Finding passion works the same way. Some people
discover their passions early in life, but if you are yet to discover
yours, you can still develop it by breaking out of your comfort
zone and exploring different options. O’Connell again puts it
this way: “Passion doesn’t arrive while waiting for inspiration to
strike; it’s uncovered through action and work.”
Tesla was founded in 2003 by a group of engineers who wanted
to prove that people didn’t need to compromise to drive electric
– that electric vehicles can be better, quicker and more fun to
drive than gasoline cars. Today, Tesla builds not only all-electric
vehicles but also infinitely scalable clean energy generation and
storage products. The founders of great companies like Telsa
were not born with the instinct to start mega-companies. They
had an underlying burning desire to solve problems.
Start by reading about the world we live in, pay attention to your
life, surround yourself with people who inspire you to grow, and
be mindful of the opportunities you come across. If you follow
and explore those that pique your interest, you may find yourself
stumbling into your passion in the process.
Passion in business is a great driving tool. It drives people
to change and influence in a way nothing can. What are you
passionate about, and how has it driven change in your life and
in the lives of people around you?

Acting Organization Development Manager
Genser Energy Ghana Ltd.

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Vodafone Ghana
Vodafone Ghana’s image as a Top Employer in Ghana and Africa two years running and our unfettered
commitment to excellence remain unquestionable. Over the years, we have established a reputation as a top
employer in the telecommunications sector and have often times been voted among the best place to work.
The Human Resources dynamic continues to transform with the advent of digitalisation and agile working and
we stand tall among our peers with our innovative approach to enhancing the employee experience through
various digital tools and platforms.
We continue to challenge ourselves to maintain an admired brand, creating an environment where everyone feels at their best
to contribute to our Vodafone Purpose. Our latest recognition at the HR Focus Awards (sweeping awards in HR Rising Star, Best
Organisation in Recruitment and Selection and Best Organisation in Health and Safety) is testament to how we have carefully
embedded the right tools and strategy in creating an organisation that is truly fit for future. The future is truly exciting and we are so
Ready!

The HR Focus Awards 2019 meted out over 25 awards to
HR Practitioners and HR Teams across industries in Ghana
to recognize and reward HR best practice in Ghana.
Out of over 50 applicants and nominations, 12 companies
emerged as winners, having shown evidence of innovative
contributions to HR management and development in
Ghana.

Institute of Human Resource Management Practitioners (IHRMP), Ghana;
Their contribution to Human Resource Development in Ghana is commendable. HR Practitioners
and executives, employees, and students have benefited immensely from the institution’s wealth
of knowledge. They have created an umbrella to guide the study and highest standards in
the practice of Human Resource Management in Ghana, thereby helping
practitioners develop the necessary knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes for the advancement of the Human
Resource profession. In guiding the professional training and regulating the practice of HR management in
Ghana, IHRMP has ensured the certification of HR Professionals for optimum performance in their respective
organisations. For over 30 years of impact and influence in the HR Fraternity in Ghana, HR Focus awarded the
Institute of Human Resource Practitioners (IHRMP-GHANA) with the “HR Influence and Development Award”
www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Omni Media / Citi Fm –
Best HR Management in Media
Citi 97.3 FM is an English-speaking radio station that operates
from Adabraka in Accra, the capital of Ghana. They can be
heard on 97.3 megahertz and on www.citifmonline.com. The
Citi 97.3 FM radio brand is refreshingly different. It combines
a comprehensive and credible news function, backed by
innovative listener-driven on air programmes, and exciting
promotions with vibrant audience participation.
The station is well-noted to be listener-focused with
innovative on-air programs, promotions, outdoor events and
comprehensive news. They are also noted for relevant events
like the Citi Business Olympics, the Citi Business Festival, the
MOGO Festival, Heritage Caravan, to name a few.
This media house is bursting at the seams with the most brilliant
journalists, thought-leaders, and business professionals. It is
no wonder that they were awarded at the HR Focus Awards
for the “Best HR Management in Media” To have a better
understanding of how they managed to achieve this feat,
the HR Focus Africa Team had a conversation with the HR
Manager of Omni Media, Mrs Jennifer Annane-Nsiah.
HRFA: As the HR Manager of Omnimedia, how did you feel
being announced as the winner of the best HR Management
in Media award for the year 2019?
JAN: It was an absolutely amazing feeling, hearing the
company’s name being mentioned, walking up to the stage,
and receiving the award on behalf of the company. To be
recognized in this regard is a great feat, and it is a source of
inspiration to keep doing what we have been doing.
HRFA: What will you say is the secret to having the best
HR management in Media?
JAN: If there was even a secret, I would say it all comes down
to team building. We found a way of having and maintaining
an engaged staff, a passionate team, and having a sense of
purpose. All these, makes it easy to wake up every day and

come into the office with peace of mind.
HRFA: Based on your expertise, what contributes to
having a comfortable and cohesive work environment in
a media house?
JAN: Without a doubt, I will say that trust and accountability
are what makes and keeps a cohesive work environment. As
HR of Omnimedia, our aim is to win through Collective Results.
There are days when I would enter the Citi Newsroom and ask
myself, “What is happening here?” In the heat of the moment,
it may seem like fireworks, but really, it is all friendly fires.
Disagreements arise once in a while, but at the end of the day,
everyone knows that they need the next person to reach our
collective goal as a workforce. For that reason, we find ways
to work around the little issues to create and achieve beautiful
results.
HRFA: Have there been any challenges specific to media
talent management? How have you overcome them?
JAN: Talent management in the media industry can be
challenging. You see the challenges creep up when the ego
required to be an outstanding Journalist or reporter is the same
thing that can impede good feedback. The key to bringing out
the best in a media team is to ensure that they understand the
good intentions behind constructive feedback. With that and
mutual respect, a lot of good can be achieved in the media
industry.
HRFA: What would you say to people who wish to have a
career in media?
JAN: Working in the Media needs a
lot of patience and commitment, that
being said, a career in media gives
a lot of exposure and satisfaction.
Learning never stops in the media
space. You will need to be a learner,
thinker and creator.

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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World Vision International (WVI)
World Vision International (WVI) is a Christian Non-Governmental Organization that has been in operation
since 1950 and has trails in over 100 countries. WVI established its office in Ghana in 1979 under the
name World Vision Ghana and has footprints in all administrative regions with strategic focus on water,
sanitation and Hygiene (WASH); Health and Nutrition; Food Security and Resilience; Education; Child
protection and Faith & Development. As an organization, one of our core values is
“We Value People” which re-affirms the high premium the organization places on its People (human resources)
who implement the organization’s strategic objectives. As a result, the People and Culture (P&C) Lead is a
member of the Senior Leadership Team that influences and develops policies and strategic decisions. This
award recognizes the P&C Department’s commitment to attract and retain the right talent. We appreciate
this recognition which has brought the World Vision Brand to the limelight as the best in HR Management in
the NGO Sector. We see this as the “icing on the cake” as we celebrate our 40th anniversary of fulfilling Our
Promise to the Ghanaian Child.

FDA
The FDA of Ghana was established in August 1997 under the Food and Drugs Law. The organisation runs
with the objective of providing and enforcing standards for the sale of food, herbal medicinal products,
cosmetics, drugs, medical devices and household chemical substances. In line with the authority’s vision,
the HR Team has ensured that the right talent is acquired and managed to effectively
execute the institution’s vision & goals.
FDA’s General Human Resource practices are exemplary, with an exemplary HR
Function visibility. The HR Team in FDA has left a trail of excellence with regards to Human Resources
Management in the public sector. They have demonstrated exceptional service, professionalism, technical
expertise and outstanding performance in their delivery of best HR Practice and that is truly commendable.
In recognition of their laudable work, the FDA was awarded the “Best HR Management in the Public Sector”

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Journey to HR Focus Awards 2019 Newmont Goldcorp Africa Region HR’s

Tullow Ghana

T

ullow Oil is Africa’s leading independent oil and gas
exploration and production company. They aim to be
sustainable and progressive by creating long-term value
for all of their stakeholders. When it comes to HR Practice in
the energy and natural resources industry of Ghana, Tullow
Oil Ghana stands tall. At Tullow, the HR Team utilizes great
skill and expertise to lead a diverse workforce. Tullow oil has
managed to create an atmosphere that ensures active employee
engagement in decision making. Using the best technology, the
organisation eases work for the optimum result, ensuring safety
and efficiency at every turn. For these, HR Focus awarded
Tullow Ghana with the “Best HR Management in Energy and
Natural Resources” award.
Mrs. Irene Asare, Director of Business Services at Tullow has led
the HR team through strategic innovative changes, ensuring that
her influence at the leadership table is strongly felt. Her input
into the strategic direction of the business led to the revision and
addition of a fourth pillar named ‘Develop Our People’ which has
been impactful and is hugely appreciated by both the leadership
and employees of Tullow Ghana. Her passion in leading her HR
Team to change the face of talent management in the company
earned her the honorary award of “Leadership in HR Innovation”
at the HR Focus Awards 2019.
Winning these awards is no surprise, seeing as Tullow is actively
working to maintain strong and cohesive leadership in order
to meet their corporate goals and to deliver value to all their
stakeholders. Their focus is to provide an enabling environment
for their workers, to boost satisfaction with work, and to create

In March of 2017 an assessment of the HR group in Ghana
was conducted and after interviewing 47 managers, the results
were disappointing: “There was a concern that because of the
strongly diminished reputation of HR, new leadership is needed
to fully rebrand the organisation and rebuild from the ground
up.”
After this report, the question was: “How do we rebuild the
Newmont Africa Region HR organisation?” We decided that we
had to go back to the basics. This involved a standard process
of linking strategy to execution through a defined operating
model.

an avenue to comfortably and confidently develop their careers.
HR Mentoring Programme
Tullow Ghana Ltd in collaboration with the Institute of Human
Resource Management Practitioners, Ghana (IHRMP),
organized an HR Mentoring Programme, pioneered by Mrs.
Irene Asare – HR Director, to develop and strengthen Human
Resource Management practice in Ghana. The programme
brings together senior level HR practitioners in Ghana who
nurture selected early career HR professionals. Each mentee
is paired with a mentor for the one-year period for regular
engagement while benefiting from monthly group mentoring or
capacity building sessions.
The first cohort of 24 candidates kicked-off on 13th February
2018 and ended in February 2019. This year’s cohort comprises
23 candidates who were enrolled in July 2019. They are
expected to graduate in July 2020. Candidates are sourced
from various institutions including, IHRMP, Strategic Human
Resource Management (SHRM) Global Network, Social Media,
Tullow Jubilee and TEN Partner Organisations and member
institutions of the Ghana HR Leaders Forum.
For this initiative, Tullow
Ghana, again received
recognition from HR Focus
for exhibiting innovation in
Human Resource practice
in Ghana.

Our strategy: “Right People, Right Jobs, and Right Work”
was supported by 3 pillars: Customer Obsession, Execution
Excellence, and Employee Engagement, making a brand of
‘One HR’. Adding value in every interaction and Being Data
Driven formed our design and guiding principles.
Since 2017, we have had an unrelenting focus on our HR
operating model: structure, accountabilities, governance, ways
of working and capabilities in order to fulfill our strategy of having
the Right People in the Right Jobs doing the Right Work.
Right People: Newmont historically has a less than 1% voluntary
turnover. In 2017 we lost 5 people from HR for a variety of
reasons. The result of those losses was having two new external
hires and 27 internal moves as we got the right people into the
right jobs.
Right Jobs: Ulrich, Deloitte, and Korn Ferry will define HR
essentially into three buckets: Business HR, HR Communities
of Expertise, and HR Operational Services. We adopted the
Business Partner concept in HR. 99% of our employees and
contractors are at our mine sites, so that is where Business
HR needed to be. The regional office largely became HR
Communities of Expertise such as Talent, Total Rewards, etc.
We are still in the process of building the HR Systems and
Services arm.
Right Work: This meant modifying the jobs to focus on customers.
In order to do that, we re-instituted the notion of customers. As
a gold mining company, we don’t have external customers. We
reinstituted two sets of customers – employees and our business
partners. Our work was to focus on the customer – hence our
pillar of Customer Obsession and our guiding principle of adding
value in every interaction.
HR Leadership:
The last
ingredient was HR leadership and
building leadership capability.

The HR Leadership Team or HRLT (which consists of the
Regional Vice President for HR and the 3 Senior HR Managers)
meets every Monday morning to review key topics related to
the HR operating model and culture change. Each quarter the
leadership meets with every employee in group meetings to
discuss subjects of interest and to hear what people want to tell
or ask us.
At the beginning of 2019 the assessment was conducted once
again, and the results were: “Overall, there has been visible and
dramatic improvement in the effectiveness of the Africa Region
HR Organisation in a period of just two years, a remarkable turnaround story overall. New leadership, process improvements
and a palpable shift in mindset has created clear momentum in
the perception of HR across the Region. Progress is clear, yet
there remain several opportunities for ongoing improvement”.
Against the backdrop of this journey, when we received the
email about the HR Focus Awards, we asked the HRLT whether
we should submit for the awards. HRLT decided on 6 areas
and Franca Atubrah, who handles projects for the Regional
HR Vice President got everyone involved in pulling together
the submission. Franca’s leadership resulted in all areas
participating in teams across all 3 of our sites (Accra, Akyem
and Ahafo) to pull the information together for submission. As an
aside, Franca’s effort in this project is a demonstration of what
we see all over Newmont’s Africa Region HR today – people
stepping up as leaders regardless of their level and regardless
of their title.
At the end of the submission process, the feedback from the
group was that the process of working together to pull the
submissions together was satisfying and fulfilling. Individuals
said that they learned a lot, it was clear that everybody’s input
was valued, and in the end when there were 2 of the areas
that some had doubts about, the group made the decision to
proceed. By this point in the journey, many in HR felt that One
HR was alive and well.
Interestingly, we won 2 HR Focus Awards in the 2 areas where the
“naysayers” felt we should not submit. We are confident that we
are moving in the right direction and that we have accomplished
much. We are confident that we can only continue to become
more professional, better at what we do, and true examples of
HR-ness. We are committed to One HR. We may never get to
perfection, but we will certainly continue to enjoy the journey.
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HR Focus’ HR Practitioner of the year award is one of the most
keenly contested awards annually. To have been adjudged the best
among many other high-achieving HR Practitoners in Ghana, Dr.
Berrard Amuah must be doing somethings right! In her own words,
she was “pleasantly surprised and humbled” to receive the award.
HR Focus Africa sat down with her to discuss her achievement, the
road that led here, and what comes afterwards.
HRFA: What was the journey to receiving this award like?
HPBA: The journey entailed the award committee critiquing my
work in my current capacity as HR Director for Guinness Ghana
Breweries Plc, my HR competence and experience across the
various HR Practices such as HR Strategy Development and
Implementation, Learning/Training, Cross Cultural and Career
Coaching, Talent Management & Retention Strategy, among many
others. By God’s grace, I have gained over 20 years of practice
in these areas across many multinationals like British American
Tobacco Ghana, Old Mutual Ghana, and Maersk (DAMCO), to
mention a few. My contribution to society through capacity building
was also reviewed, The committee also considered my work as a
co-author to the book “CONTEXT: EXECUTING STRATEGY IN A
DEVELOPING ECONOMY” which was edited by Professor Kwaku
Appiah-Adu, H. E. Dr Mahamadu Bawumia and Dr. Hene Aku
Kwapong and launched in 2018. I believed the evaluation process
was worth being recognized for some great HR innovations I have
led in 2019.
HRFA: What was your reaction the moment your name was
mentioned as the HR Practitioner of the year 2019?
HPBA: The words that came out my lips were “Thank you Jesus!’.
I felt Joy! Excitement! Gratitude! I was so overwhelmed, I had to
fight back the tears of joy. I was thankful to God, I was thankful to
my parents Dr and Mrs J. C. Amuah, I was thankful to my Godfather
Dr. Mensa Otabil. I was actually down with influenza that week and
nearly did not turn up for the awards! I was still trying to recoup
from speaking on the HR Focus Conference panel the previous
day, where I had to speak on Agility at Work. I am thankful that I
was led to express my gratitude to God my source, my parents who
are my biggest pillars, my family who are my biggest support, my
significant other who is my prayer warrior, my wonderful HR team at
GGBPLC, and HR FOCUS.

Amuah

Dr. Hazel P. Berrard

Transformational Leader, Mentor, Coach,
Author, Teacher, and HR Professional.

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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someone they are so close to is recognized with such a prestigious
award, they can also enjoy for same. My Coachees and mentees
have also got a higher sense of confidence in the Hazel Berrard
brand as the award further validates my competence as an astute
People Leader, Coach and Mentor.
HRFA: Share with us your secret – how do you keep winning
and setting a higher bar for yourself and your team each time.
HPBA: Truth? It all starts with prayer and faith in our God-given
talents. I am blessed to always work with people of similar faith and
beliefs. Secondly, I drive a strong team spirit and teamwork with my
direct reports. My team is like my second family – we have very good
rapport and communication amongst us a high level of rapport and
we celebrate our diversity and ensure we have alignment on every
issue before we close it. My team is always empowered to push
beyond boundaries, making them accountable and responsible. We
are constantly closing any gaps and adding more value day in and
day out.
HRFA: As HR Director, what hurdles do you look forward to
conquering in the HR fraternity in Ghana?
HPBA: Key on the agenda is to continue to drive HR as a very
important stakeholder in every business, and to make HR more visible
and more attractive for students who are aspiring professionals. I will
continue to demonstrate the need for sharp business acumen in HR
and business partnering in trade to learn more from the employees
in those roles as well as engage and motivate them and the various
key distributors for greater performance
HRFA: As HR Practitioner of the year 2019, what are your next
steps?
HPBA: my next steps are to partner with HR FOCUS to run some
programmes which would aim to add more value to the fraternity in
Ghana.
HRFA: Any last words as HR Practitioner of the year
HPBA: Integrity, innovation, humility, hard work, ethics, passion for
excellence, and supporting each other are non-negotiable values
that we need to help us grow and be better. Having strong business
acumen is mandatory to be a critical business partner.

HRFA: What innovations and efforts do you think accounted for
this win?
HPBA: I firmly believe it was consistent innovation, change and
selfless leadership through service to all. This has been my
hallmark and legacy everywhere I have worked. I with the values
of humility, selflessness and respect to all and I carry that to
work and demonstrate it in my leadership. Additionally, I actively
contribute my voice to the conversation of driving BALANCE at
work, implementing the historic six month maternity leave and one
month paternity leave through the support of the Board of Directors
of GGBPLC. I also coach and mentor several people, both in my
private capacity and through workshops organized by International
Central Gospel Church - Christ Temple, Victory Bible Church, Joyful
Way Incorporated, to mention a few. I believe all these contributed
to winning the award.
HRFA: Has the award had an effect on your work or team?
HPBA: Of course! I feel more energized and recognized and my
team feels the same way. Several HR professionals and other
younger people I mentor have become more inspired. To them, if
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a needed action. For example, when I first joined Nyaho, I
realize that most of the people I work with were not speaking at
meetings; so it pushed me to drive conversations in meetings,
to building an open and safe environment. Our ability to scale
as an organisation is dependent on having the right leadership
and behavioral standards. So, I flex my leadership between
collaborative and directive depending on the situation.
HRFA: Would you say your leadership style has been
effective in leading the Nyaho Team?
DET: I have been told that change in organizational culture
takes between 5-7 years. If we are judging by that, I believe we
have done really well in the past four years our staff are feeling
empowered. However, there are still a lot of opportunities for us
to improve.
HRFA: What challenges have you faced as Managing
Director of a medical institution?
DET: One challenge is making impact in a very fragmented
private healthcare system with information in different places
and it comes with the territory. As the Managing Director, it is
important that I understand and engage internal and external
stakeholders to have full knowledge and understanding of the
environment and situations. Other challenges are being able
to maintain the same quality of interaction as when we were a
much smaller organisation, and maintaining the right level of
energy and work-life balance while engaging all stakeholders.

Dr. Elikem

Tamaklo

To mitigate these challenges, we have adopted mechanisms
to improve communication; such us videos, posters and ‘MD’s
Corner’ - our organisation’s monthly newsletter. I also do ‘walking
meetings’ and conversations outside working hours with the
staff to engage front-liners within the organisation. We also have
quarterly staff durbars where I meet the entire organisation and
share the business update and take feedback as well.

The People-Centred CEO

D

r. Elikem Tamaklo is a trained medical doctor in emergency
medicine. As a doctor, he loves the adrenaline and
challenges that come with saving lives and to him, there
was no better way to do this than through emergency medicine.
Mr. Tamaklo’s hobbies include playing the keyboard and guitar,
traveling, visiting museums and exercising. Outside the office,
he enjoys mentoring young boys and impacting their lives
positively.
Three personal philosophies that have guided his growth
include Building self-awareness: this has helped him identify
his capabilities and weaknesses and as such, he has adopted
helpful principles like journaling during very busy times; Keeping
Active: he makes it a point to exercise daily, and that makes a
lot of difference; and discipline: something he learnt from his
father and maintains to date. Most people will describe him as
creative, passionate, driven, and a ‘hope-bringer’.
After winning Best HR Management in Healthcare and having
been awarded the HR-Oriented CEO award at the HR Focus
Awards 2019, HR Focus Africa had the pleasure of speaking to
Dr. Tamaklo, the CEO of Nyaho Medical Centre to find out more
about his work and leadership.
HRFA: What does a typical day as Managing Director look
like?
DET: On a typical day, I wake up early by 5:00am to go through

my emails as a way of closing the gap, catching up on key issues
in the business, and setting my to-do list for the day. Then, I
work out – it helps me to process my thoughts. I start official
duties by 8am, but keep my calendar clear for that first hour,
to have conversations and close up on the key priority areas.
My meetings begin at 9am and I try to have 15 minute break
intervals. I have my lunch between 12:30pm -1:00pm and use
that time to connect with my family. I am mostly able to make key
decisions by 3pm, and use the next two hours to address issues
that need more discussions.
As an introvert, I love to have about 30 minutes alone; then, I
spend time with the family, either at dinner or behind a movie
before the kids’ bedtime. I spend the rest of the evening
spending time with my wife and watching a movie or reading a
book this helps me to marinate and think through any problems
that may have arisen during the day. Weekends are normally
for rest and for family. I try to do a Daddy-Daughter date on
Sundays after church. We would either go for ice cream or a
walk.This was because I realized I wasn’t spending much time
with my daughter, so I had to make it a point for just the two of
us. It is really a special time.
HRFA: What is your leadership style?
DET: Naturally, my leadership style is collaborative. I love being
part of a team, and not necessarily leading the team. But I have
found that there are times when I need to be directive to cause

www.hrfocusmagazine.com

HRFA: Would you say the HR-Oriented CEO of the year
award is a validation of leadership?
DET: This award was a humbling and pleasant surprise. To me,
it is a validation from my peers and other professionals that our
work is commendable. As an institution, we know it is important
to put in the right systems, procedures and technology in place
to ensure our staff can perform and excel in their work. I couldn’t
have achieved this without the HR Director and her team; they
have been my critical stakeholder and I am not surprised they
led the organisation to win Best HR management in Healthcare.
I am so proud of them. Though there is a lot more to achieve, we
are on a good trajectory.
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addition and creates transparency as line managers assess their
direct reports whiles promoting a paperless work environment.
HRFA: How does Nyaho articulate culture, vision and
performance under your leadership?
DET: We have become intentional about building a culture of
trust – it is the core of everything we do, as well as building a
leadership team that is Reliable, Authentic, Skilled, and Kind.
We have developed a culture strategy that incorporates these
leadership standards into everything we do. In delivering quality
healthcare for example, our patients should feel safe and trust
that they are receiving the best care. We have been building
reliable human and technological systems, advocating staff
members self-reporting incidents that affect patients, promoting
openness, fairness and transparency. As the first private
medical group practice, Nyaho Medical Centre is known for
pioneering many firsts in Ghana and as such we promote a
culture of innovation, which underpins our reason to encourage
risk taking in a safe and trusted environment.
HRFA: What are the next steps for Nyaho with regards to
Talent Management?
DET: In a bid to build trust and leadership, we introduced the
Nyaho EmergingLeaders Program; an 18-month program to
develop core leadership competencies of heads of departments
and supervisors. Additionally, we have done lots of work with
organizations like Ashesi to ensure we have the right people
come into our internship and National Service Programs.
HRFA: What is your vision for Nyaho in the next five (5)
years?
DET: In 5 years, Nyaho would have scaled to reach more people
in major cities, transform, and save more lives. We believe in the
agenda of universal healthcare access and want to partner with
the government agenda of improving the quality of healthcare.
We also believe that our staff will be highly engaged and will
become leaders in the health care industry.
HRFA: What legacy do you hope to leave as a leader, and
how are you working to achieve this?
DET: I hope to strengthen the organization through people and
systems in the next 50 years. When we look around the world,
most businesses that survive transformation have done better
with impact. If I am able to take Nyaho through this journey of
transformation, build sustainable systems and great people, I
think that will be great legacy to have.

HRFA: What specific steps have you taken to integrate HR
and change initiatives into your management framework?
DET: Our vision is to be Africa’s most trusted name in Healthcare
– this requires a high-performance operating environment,
so everything we do should be geared towards that. One
of the key initiatives we set up was a robust performance
management system and a performance culture that rewards
high performance. Each department has a score card with
key metrics and strategic initiatives that are cascaded down
to employees in terms of their goals, and evaluated monthly.
We have also invested in a Human Capital Management system
which gives us a single source of data to support the framework.
The automation does not replace continual performance
conversations that happen throughout the year, but becomes an
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MTN is the market leader in the increasingly
competitive mobile telecommunications industry
in Ghana with over 12 million subscribers. The
company’s overriding mission is to be a vehicle
for Ghana’s economic growth and development,
helping to promote Ghana’s strong development
potential from the provision of world-class telecommunications
products and services, through to innovative and sustainable
corporate social investment initiatives.
Their core values of a can-do spirit, integrity, and leadership is
evident in how the company acquires, manages and maintains
its talent. At the HR Focus Awards 2019, MTN Ghana swept
away six awards for their exemplary work in various fields of
HR Practice. They received the award “Best Organization in
Employer Branding” for expertly building an employer brand
that connects with their values and resonates with their culture,
making the world know MTN Ghana as a “great place to work.”
They have been exemplary in their delivery of HR Processes and
systems, even in the fast-paced industry of Telecommunications
and IT, earning them the honour of “Best HR Management in
Telecommunications and IT”. Their sharpness and accuracy in
identifying the learning needs of staff has helped them gain and

maintain competitive edge in the marketplace. Their unrivalled
learning and development policy earned them the award for
“Best Organisation in Learning and Development Practice”.
MTN Ghana has provided proactive assistance to both employees
and supervisors on the interpretation and implementation of
policies and procedures. Additionally, they have kept open
lines of communications and have established themselves as an
example of good employee relations. For this reason, they were
awarded “Best Organisation in Employee Relations Practice”.
Even more, MTN Ghana has developed strategies that create
a diverse workforce and foster an all-inclusive culture, earning
them the award of “Best Organisation in Diversity and Inclusion”
In making all these laudable strides in HR Practice, MTN Ghana
received the much coveted award of “Overall Best Organization
in HR Practice”. Having won this award for three consecutive
editions of the HR Focus Awards, HR Focus inducted MTN
Ghana into the HR Hall of Fame.

Barclays bank, Ghana is part of the Absa Group Ltd, an African financial services group that aims to be the pride of the continent.
The HR Function of this multinational company in Ghana swept three awards at the HR Focus Awards 2019. Thanks to their efforts in
developing multi-skilled employees and strengthening the various components of business, Barclays Ghana was honoured with the
“Best HR Management in Financial Services” award. For having a reward system that ensures alignment and proper balance with the
correct strategic fit between internal motivation and external awards, they received the “Best Organization in Rewards Management
Practice” award. Finally, for creating a culture that expresses the organisation’s expectations, experiences, philosophy and values
to their stakeholders, they received the award for “Best Organisation in Organisational Culture”.
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HR TEAM OF THE YEAR

ne would describe them as dynamic, formidable and
collaborative – an eleven-memberteam, with core
pillars of teamwork, accountability and professionalism.
AirtelTigo’s HR Team’s mantra is: “Simplicity, Transparency, and
Relevance!”
As a team, they view every deliverable as a project, making
each team member an integral part of the project. They do
this through brainstorming, assignment specific tasks, among
others. In this system, every task holder is accountable to the
team and is encouraged to ask for help when the need arises.
They work together to realize the dream, breeding satisfaction
to spur themselves on.
Upon winning the HR Team of the year, Mr. Eric Adadevoh said,
“Wow! It is elating and very heart-warming that our efforts have
been recognized by the HR fraternity. That means we are doing
something right - that was very satisfying.”

Over the last year, Airteltigo as a new organisation developed a
strategy to be among the leading Telecommunication operators
within the industry. With this clear strategy, the HR Team placed
the right people with the right competencies in the right roles, to
set the ball rolling and build the perfect people-structure.
The AirtelTigo HR team works best through a collaborative
effort, accountability and professionalism. This keeps all team
members on their toes, knowing that anyone can be called to
task. Their continuous efforts to communicate effectively saw
employee engagement in key processes and decision making.

Doing this helped the team make a huge impact within the
organisation and created a positive atmosphere of confidence.
At AirtelTigo, performance management is a continuous
conversation, keeping workers on their targets and helping
them reflect on goals to be achieved. Regular evaluations
are set monthly and quarterly, to brainstorm and re-strategize
where necessary. This helps every worker own their actions and
account for how they contribute to the bigger picture.
Going forward, HR Focus’ HR Team of the Year 2019 hopes to
ensure retention of critical talent and grow potential within the
business. Their focus will rest on creating an environment of
employee involvement, engagement and inclusion, as well as
instituting a reward system that is competitive and attractive to
the external environment. They hope to fully embrace technology
and analytics while staying focused on their People Agenda and
driving the business strategy.
Winning HR Team of the year
2019 at the HR Focus Awards has
caused an internal focus on building
capacity while keeping the external
environment in mind. For AirtelTigo,
‘Good’ is not enough hence, they
will continue to partner with the
business strategically to guarantee
growth and build leadership from
within.

Article
HR Focus Africa Magazine

After paying
good salaries –
what else?
A friend of mine regularly attends annual international
conferences outside Ghana and as part of the sessions;
participants are always asked open questions like: “What is
your topmost motivation as an employee?” For years his answer
to that question had been “cash!” When asked why, he would
say he did not want his employer to think that he was on a
“volunteering mission - money pays my bills!” Though that is
true, is money therefore the game changer for employees in
spawning motivation?
If a higher compensation were such a motivator, why does it
not always do the trick? I work in a high-paying industry with
competitive reward schemes in Sub-Saharan Africa. However,
majority of employees are still dissatisfied with their pay /
remuneration. In my studies on reward practice, I have observed
a lot of misperceptions, myths and misunderstanding (‘3Ms’)
surrounding rewards and compensation in the mining industry.
The ‘3Ms’ may be a microcosm of what happens everywhere
else and they rob employees and managers when we sit at the
dining table of rewards and remunerations. Let’s walk through
four of my ‘3Ms’:
Workers always want higher pay!
This is a common misperception - either on the part of top
management or staff. A friend once lamented that he had been
short-changed in his job offer because he had discovered people
in similar roles were receiving a relatively higher salary. The real
issue is: employees may never be happy with their pay, if they
perceive unfairness around salaries and benefits. Unfairness is
the bane of most salary agitations around rewards and could
sabotage the generous packages offered by employers.
Salaries are confidential.
Are we really sure that our pay is confidential to fellow employees,
Social Security staff, Tax authorities, Auditors, spouses, and
reward managers? Some corporations attempt to conceal salary
information to prevent comparison. However, expect people to
volunteer information to at least, their colleagues or spouses. Yes,
salaries are personal and private but not confidential. To deepen
a sense of fairness, can employers tone down on secrecy and
explore more transparent approaches? After all, no one expects
the CEO to be paid the same as shop floor employee?
The biggest motivator is the money, the rest are subservient!
According MIT, research conducted in 1985 shows: students
who were offered financial prizes to solve complex puzzles were
less successful than a control group doing the puzzles for fun.
The phenomenon whereby extrinsic rewards inhibit motivation to
perform a task is classified as “Oversimplification.” They noted
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By: Daniel Agyen-Tweneboah

that by paying the puzzle enthusiasts they became externally
(rather than internally) driven. They concluded that to elicit
creativity, innovation and peak performance, employees need
to derive ultimate pleasure from the task itself and not to be
distracted by the cash. As scuh, companies where innovation
is a corporate goal, companies have learnt to detach creative
ventures from salaries by giving paid time to employees to
enable them to just think and create. A good example is Google
and LinkedIn. Our inability to work in an area of our passion leads
often to what practitioners call underemployment. “Everyone is
a genius, but if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it
will live its whole life believing that it is stupid” (Anon). You can
however be placed in unchartered territories as a challenge to
unearth hidden talents - that also has its place.
Men work relatively harder than women!
No one may own up to believing that in this century, but data
on gender pay inequality gives credence to it. I have worked
under women whose performance at senior management
level outmatched their male counterparts. One of such women
is Joyce Aryee, former Chief Executive Officer of the Ghana
Chamber of Mines; the first female to hold such a position and
also one of the foremost Ghanaian women named in the list of
100 Global Inspiration Women in Mining in the world, a couple
of years ago.
Remuneration must be rigid and routine.
I was in a job evaluation class years ago when the trainer
- Kwadwo Asare Bediako (an HR guru and one of my distant
mentors) intoned: “In Ghana we are too rigid with rewards but so
flexible with our structures (“organizational structure”) – why is
that?”. The debate went on for a while in the class and it became
apparent that the we needed to reverse the approach in order
to nib workplace agitations in the bud. Business Leaders should
be flexible with rewards and firm with structure. Organizational
behaviour theorists have indicated that flexible reward practices
are more incentivizing than the ones that have become routine.
The magic therefore is to keep alive the surprise element in your
reward and remuneration strategy.
The will of business leaders is at
the heart of the matter in causing a
meaningful change in the remuneration
rhetoric. Reader, answer me this: after
paying good salaries, what’s next?
HR Practitioner
Asanko Gold Ghana Ltd.
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HR Focus Business
Challenge 2019
T

he Business Challenge 2019 was the fourth edition of
HR Focus’ annual inter-tertiary school competition. It was
organized in partnership with SC Mobile to equip students
with the needed tools for career development.
This year, the business challenge train took off in April 2019 at the
L’AINE Events Centre (Adabraka). Eight tertiary institutions met
and competed with the intention of making it to the next stage.
Each school was presented with a business case study problem
and was tasked to present a solution. At the end of the preliminary
stage, all eight schools beat the pass mark and qualified to the
next stage. They were: KAAF University, Pentecost University, All
Nations University College, Ashesi University, Kwame Nkrumah
University of Science and Technology (KNUST), Wisconsin
University College, University of Professional Studies (UPSA),
and University of Ghana Business School (UGBS).
For the next stage of the competition, the schools were tasked
to practically execute their solutions to a similar case study.
The competition run for seven months, constituting several
evaluations and knock out stages. After the seven month period,

For winning first place, All Nations University received the following as their prize package: 10,000ghc cash price for the team,
one turbo net MTN device for the department, spa treatment for winning team members and coach, MTN paraphernalia for team
members, and an award Plaque. For placing second, KNUST received the following as their prize package: 3000ghc cash price
for the team, one turbo net MTN device for the department, MTN paraphernalia, and for team members. For coming in third place,
KAAF University received the following as their prize package: 2,000ghc cash price for the team, one turbo net MTN device for the
department, and MTN paraphernalia for team members.
All representatives of the various schools were presented with internship and national service opportunities at Standard Chartered
Bank, for participating in The HR Focus Business Challenge competition.

three schools: Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and
Technology, KAAF University, and All Nations University, made
it to the final stage of the HR Focus Business Challenge 2019.
The competition was organized with the objective of equipping
students with the necessary tools for career advancement, while
unearthing their entrepreneurial potential. At the finals stage, the
three schools were to present their work done for assessment on
how well they were practically executing the business case study
to achieve strategically set goals, as a business is expected to.
The judging criteria included case study execution, social media
content creation, creativity, innovation, among others.
The grand finale of the HR Focus Business Challenge 2019 was
held at the L’AINE Events Center and was sponsored by MTN
Ghana and L’AINE Services. The panel of judges comprised
Mr. Yao Wordih, Digital Product Manager, Standard Chartered
Bank; Mr. Kofy Hagan, Executive Director, HR Focus and Mr.
Guido Sopiimeh, Snr. Manager Commercial Planning & Pricing,
MTN Ghana.
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Character in
Culture

Proud to be the
number 1 Insurance
brand in the world!

By: Bridget Dzifa Hanyabui

I

f Character is ‘the mental and moral qualities distinctive to
an individual’ and Culture is known as ‘the ideas, customs,
and social behaviour of a particular people or society’; then,
Character in Culture can be described as the mental and moral
qualities acquired as a result of social behavior or cultural
orientation.

2019 INTERBRAND
GLOBAL BRAND
RANKINGS
Lexta Square, No. 79 Achimota Road,
Ebony Crescent (Off the Olusegun
Obasanjo Highway) Accra
PMB CT 353, Cantonments - ACCRA
Tel: 233 - 0302 267 892
Email: azghcorporatelife@allianz.com
www.allianz-gh.com

The brain’s complex make-up and the culture of a people
has an influence on a person’s character development. When
conservatives like Paul Ryan or Charles Murray use the term
“virtues” to describe the personal and neighbourhood attributes
needed for economic mobility, critics hear that as a moral
judgment about poor people. That’s why culture is the better
term, because it connotes a web of influences in a society that
can relentlessly shape people’s personalities and carry them
along towards failure or success, whatever their underlying
traits.
The culture of a particular people plays a large role in launching
patterns of behavior that evolve into more lasting habits – such
as saving money, getting homework done, or partying and
shunning work. If reinforced, habits become entrenched and the
core of what we call character.
In society, we hear of scenarios where a group of people of
similar ages, grow up cultivating the habit of saving and turning
out great as adults whilst others live extravagant lifestyles and
end up being paupers in their old age. The answer to how that
happens lies in our strength of character.
Leadership that focuses on building a culture of character
has the power to create, change and reinvigorate individuals,
organisations and, ultimately, society.
An organisational culture in which leaders and members are
truly committed to ethical conduct and making ethical behavior a
fundamental component of their every action is one that actively

practices culture of character.
Leaders of such cultures are constantly vigilant to detect and
correct ethical shortcomings on their parts and the parts of their
employees. This is because they have internalised the spirit
of the organisation as well as the letter of the laws and ethical
standards governing the organisation’s actions.
Character is a complex aggregate of mental and ethical traits
that form the true nature of a person. It is not to be confused with
how famous or wealthy you are. It is a belief system, a part of
your personality that influences others.
While the concept of character may seem abstract, we see it
play out in life experiences and lessons from others throughout
history. I have personally been taught a great deal about how
to build character and I have been able to use these lessons in
both my personal growth and in the success of the organisations
I have joined and led.
It will take a bold decision at every level to solve this growing
crisis of bad character practices in the workplace. I call out to
every individual, no matter your industry or position, to make a
commitment to build a positive character. We must challenge not
only ourselves but also those around us to take on the challenge
and raise the bar on our expectations of good character, integrity
and ethical behavior.
Collectively, we have the power to raise the bar, shift the
trajectory of our national institutions and inspire the next
generation of leaders. However, if we
are to succeed, we must start now.
Join me in making a commitment for
change—a commitment to character.

Group HR Manager,
McDan Group of Companies
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supporting what is important to us as an
organisation, which is ensuring we are
innovative to meet our customers’ needs,
that we operate as a unified organisation
and that we continue to become a more
diverse and inclusive organisation. Our
HR operating model allows us to be
innovative, creative and empowering with
our People Practices.

Jasmin

Pillay

HR Director, Microsoft South Africa

J

asmin was born in Durban, and is the youngest of four children
to teacher parents of Indian paternal heritage and Mauritius
maternal heritage. She spent her schooling and tertiary years in
Durban, choosing to follow the path of Business Management
and Executive Development and will be taking on her Masters’
in early 2020. To her, family is her greatest gift and are her
most avid supporters – In her own words, “my family keeps me
grounded with uninhibited feedback.”Amongst her interests,
is her enjoyment of the sport of Formula 1, a passion she has
had since a young age and which she shares with her husband
(Gavin) and their three daughters (Lisa, Kim and Gabi).
Jasmin, who can easily be described as supportive, determined
and eager to learn and grow took the time out of her busy
schedule to give HR Focus Africa some insight into the her life
and career.

HRFA: Who are you outside of the office and how have your
personal passions and interests influenced your career
choices?
JP: I am pretty much the same person in and outside the office.
With the amount of time we invest in our work, I wanted to find
work that aligned with my purpose, and at the same time created
the opportunity for growth. When I first entered the human capital
space, I saw the profound impact that opportunity, access
and skills development had, and how it could change lives. I
enjoy engaging with people about their dreams and goals,
and following their development and growth in their families
and communities. I found purpose, fulfilment and the ability
for deeper impact through the human resources value chain.

Microsoft, being an organisation that calls on us to augment our
passion and aspirations, is a place that allows me to do what I
love and make a difference at the same time.
HRFA: What are your hobbies?
JP: I have four hobbies: I thoroughly enjoy reading; I do it more
than any other thing. The second is loom knitting - I’m proud to
say my family even wears the things I make for them outside the
house! The third is the sport of Formula 1; passion oozes from
every corner of this sport, and it is a thrill to watch and cheer
from the comfort of our couch. The fourth is my interest in skills
development and access; for this reason, I spend a fair amount
of time as a personal coach and mentor.
Career and Leadership
HRFA: What has your journey been like, in getting into HR
Practice at Microsoft South Africa?
JP: My journey started with several intriguing conversations
with Microsoft–focussing not only on my experience and skills
but genuine interest in me as a person. I felt that Microsoft truly
wanted to get to know me, which put me at ease and allowed
for uninhibited conversations. When I was asked to join the
organisation, it was an easy decision because through our
conversations, I had a glimpse into the culture of Microsoft, and
they aligned to my personal values and aspirations.
HRFA: What is a typical workday like in your role as HR
Director of Microsoft South Africa?
JP: I spend my day largely collaborating and orchestrating.
I spend time engaging with our teams across the business

www.hrfocusmagazine.com

HRFA: What is the main challenge you
have faced since you assumed this role
and how have you overcome them?
JP: I would call out the Skills Economy;
skills needed to fill talent shortages and
Change Agility; an organisation’s ability
to learn rapidly and change quickly in
response to market forces, as the main
challenges I have faced since I assumed
this role. These challenges by the way,
are not Microsoft specific, but are a global
challenge.
To mitigate this global challenge, large
portions of workforces will need to either
be retrained or replaced to enable an
efficient market-place. At Microsoft, we
prepare for the workplace of the future, by
upskilling, reskilling, and investing in skills
development and learning experiences
for our people. There are several initiatives
we are currently running to this effect;
an example is our Student2Business
(S2B) Internship programme – a oneyear internship programme, combining
technical skills with practical experience
to empower our youth with skills that will
enable them to enter the job market and
move forward creating a sustainable
economic future for themselves.
HRFA: What is your strategy in
recruitment to manage the quality of
talent that comes into Microsoft?
JP: To drive connection to our culture,
we have transformed how we recruit at
Microsoft by practicing differentiated
and inclusive recruiting - “screening in”.
We are casting a wider net to churn more
diversity by searching for talent in a variety
of institutions and not only “top schools”
.Additionally, we ensure our managers go
through inclusive hiring training - shifting
the lens from “what one does not have” to
“why not” and “what does the individual
have that we can build on”.
HRFA: What do you enjoy most about
your work?
JP: I cannot single out one thing – this
does not feel like work. Microsoft has
turned into a calling as opposed to a
career. Here, I get to be part of something
bigger with the power to impact so
many more lives than just my own. We
all want to do good but sometimes ‘the
how’ becomes cloudy. It is a remarkable
feeling to wake up every day and really
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have an opportunity to make a difference
and have the tools, opportunities and
environment to do so.

what is for certain is that human resources
havebeen recognised as a leading
partner for change.

HRFA: Can you give insight into the
kind of employee experience Microsoft
offers its workers?
JP: Being part of the Microsoft family is a
liberating experience - the only limits that
exist are those that we put on ourselves.
Our culture is at the heart of everything
we do, every conversation, every
initiative, every customer engagement,
every employee experience. We hold
ourselves accountable to our espoused
culture and the lived experience. And
that lived experience calls us to be
our authentic selves, brave, curious,
innovative, inclusive and collaborative,
seek & be open to feedback, be a catalyst
for change and building. I do not fear the
unfamiliar because I am surrounded by
people, resources, information, access,
support and the comfort I need to be a
“learn it all” and not a “know it all”. There
is freedom and opportunity to go far, wide
and deep – I personally feel uninhibited,
and I come as I am.

HRFA: Where do you see yourself in
the next five years?
JP: Skills development and access
is a passion of mine, and through the
enormous opportunities we have at
Microsoft to make a difference, I see
myself investing more of my time in this
area.

HRFA: How are you able to balance
the freedom to create and the need
to meet strategic business targets at
Microsoft?
JP: Microsoft was built on innovation and
this continues to drive the organisation
today. Our mission, to empower every
person and every organisation on the
planet to achieve more, is our north
star. Our customers are our priority.
Their needs drive our innovation and
influence our work with them. We seek
to make a difference and impact in their
lives and through this; we achieve our
own organisational success. When your
mission, culture and lived experience is
aligned for customers and employees,
success comes.
HRFA: In what way will you say the
HR practice has grown over the past
decade in Africa?
JP: Human Resource Management has
evolved from being largely transactional,
to a strategic and tactical partner to the
business, contributing to its competitive
edge by being forward thinking. The
introduction of technology has allowed
for automation of work that can be
scaled, creating the opportunity for
focus on higher value activities by
human resources–allowing more focus
and investment of time in managing
employee engagement, strengthening
culture, skilling and development. There
is still much, and ongoing work to be
done because of the exponential rate of
change we are experiencing. However,
www.hrfocusmagazine.com

HRFA: Where do you see HR practice
in the next five years?
JP: Our environment is changing rapidly.
Emerging technologies (intelligent cloud,
machine learning, advanced analytics
and mixed reality) are fundamentally
changing how the world operates and
how people live, work and play. HR
Management plays a pivotal, influential
role in transformation and change
management, efficiency and impact, and
supporting an evolving culture. According
to the World Economic Forum, the speed
of current breakthroughs has no historical
precedent. By some estimates, change
today is happening 10 times faster and at
300 times the scale of the First Industrial
Revolution. The change is so momentous
that it is referred to as the Fourth Industrial
Revolution. And the clear consensus is
that the pace of change is only going to
quicken. This creates an overwhelming
imperative for businesses to respond—
and to respond rapidly.
Advances in technology and shifting
workforce demographics are creating
a more fluid work environment,
redefining what productivity looks like,
and empowering individuals to work
smarter. This means we need to pay
attention to workplace trends and create
dynamic environments that incentivise
and empower the next generation of
employees.
HRFA: What will you say to a young
professional in Africa who wishes to
pursue a career at Microsoft?
JP: At Microsoft, we look for individuals
who have unique characteristics, and
then guide, coach and mentor them
into roles because we assume that
everyone has potential, and that talent
is neither predetermined nor static. To a
young professional looking to pursue a
career here, I will say: bring a life-long
learner mindset. Come with humility and
recognise that this is not just about us.
When you have the opportunity to make
a difference, you have a responsibility to
do so.
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What Every

Employee
Must

Know

By: Mrs. Efua Amewudah, Esq.

I

f you are a part of the world of work in Ghana, you should
know that some laws have been set out on how employers,
employees, trade unions and industries should interrelate.
These laws are set out in The Labour Act, 2003 (Act 651). The
following are some key areas you should take note of, to legally
thrive in Ghana’s corporate world; Employee and employer
rights and duties, employee contracts, working hours, leave,
termination of employments, disability, salary, and redundancy.
As is expected of any legal document, the Labour Act is
extensive. Here, we will highlight some of the salient aspects to
take note of.
1.Rights of Employers and Employees; Rights are intended to
be enforced in a lawful manner
a. Employer’s Rights: they have a right to employ discipline,
transfer, promote and terminate the employment of a worker.
Also, they have a right to form policies, execute plans, and
determine the type and prices of its goods and serves.
b. Employee’s Rights: they have the right to work under safe and
healthy conditions, to receive equal pay for equal work without
distinction of any kind, to rest, to receive information relevant to
their work, to have a reasonable limitation of working hours as
well as remuneration for public holidays.
2. Duties of Employers and Employees; Their duties usually
depend on the nature of work conducted by the company.
Beyond that, these duties apply irrespective of industry.
a. Employers:
i. To provide and maintain safe and appropriate raw materials,
equipment
ii. To pay the agreed salary/pay in the contract of employment
or collective agreement or by custom without any deduction
(except deduction permitted by law or agreed between the
employer and the worker).
iii. To develop the capacity of workers by training and retraining

and by providing them with necessary information;
b. Employees:
i. To report punctually and regularly for work;
ii. To working conscientiously in the lawfully chosen occupation;
iii.To enhance productivity and exercise due care in the
execution of assigned work
3. Employment Contract; Once your agreed employment period
exceeds six months, it should be in writing and should clearly
express the rights and obligations of both parties. Employers are
prohibited from requiring an employee not to join or participate
in trade union activities. Discriminating on grounds of gender,
race, colour, ethnic origin, religion, creed, social or economic
status, disability or politics is against the Labour Act.
4. Hours of Work; The hours of work are eight hours a day and
forty hours a week. Where shorter or longer hours of work are
fixed, the hours of work on the other days of the week should not
exceed nine hours a day or a total of forty hours a week. Where
the work is of a seasonal nature, it shall not exceed ten hours a
day.
5. Overtime Work; An employee may not be required to do
overtime work where there is no fixed rate of pay for overtime
work. Generally, employees are not compelled to do overtime
work.
Mull on these five provisions that the
Labour Act 2004 (Act 651) makes
available to every employee in the
country. It is your duty to know your
rights and responsibilities in order to
fully enjoy them. Until the next edition,
happy holidays!
Associate,
Senet Corporate Solicitors
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9 Best Adventure Destinations in East Africa
SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK

AMBOSELI NATIONAL PARK

KIDEPO NATIONAL PARK

VOLCANOES NATIONAL PARK RWANDA

Here, you’ll be able to witness The Great Migration of herds of over
a million wildebeest, as well as zebras, eland, and gazelle that
make these migratory movements between July and September,
as well as the return in October through November.

In addition to being able to meet the Maasai people, Amboseli
National Park offers spectacular views of Mount Kilimanjaro, the
highest free-standing mountain in the world. “Amboseli” comes

Kidepo Valley National Park is situated in the Kaabong district
in Northeastern Uganda. The park is home to over 75 species of
mammals like ostrich, zebra, giraffe, wildebeest, along with 470

from a Maasai word, meaning “salty dust,”

species of birds.

Located in the northwestern province of Rwanda, Volcanoes
National Park is the oldest national park in Africa. The park is a
popular destination for tracking endangered Golden Monkeys and
spotting other mammals. Elephants are a rare sight, but you may
happen upon their footprints in the dense mountains.

BWINDI NATIONAL PARK

MURCHISON FALLS NATIONAL PARK

Located in southwestern Uganda, on the edge of the Rift Valley,
the 25,000+ year old rainforest has half of the world’s population
of the endangered Silverback Mountain Gorillas.
There are around 400 gorillas that are known to roam the forest.

At the northern end of the Albertine Rift Valley, Murchison Falls
National Park lies in a park bisected by the Victoria Nile. It is a
refuge for 76 species of mammals and 451 birds. The thundering
cascade of water reaches 148 feet tall and then flows into Lake
Albert.

MASAI MARA NATIONAL PARK
Southwest Kenya’s Masai Mara National Reserve spans around
583 square miles, and has year-round game that roams the vast
plains. Other mammals include leopards, endangered black
rhinos, hippos, as well as crocodiles that lurk in the Mara River.

NGORONGORO CONSERVATION AREA
The world’s largest caldera, the Ngorongoro Crater is located
in the Ngorongoro Conservation Area. The destination was
established as a multiple land use area in 1959 so that wildlife and

MOUNT KILIMANJARO
Kilimanjaro, the world’s highest free-standing mountain spans
different climates, from the tropics to the Arctic and allows
climbers reach the crater rim with little more than a walking stick.
Mount Kilimanjaro has a lush forest, where you can elephants,
leopards, buffalos, to mention a few.

Sources: Forbes.com

nomadic Maasai could coexist.
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African Chicken Stew
Ingredients:

• 3- 3 1/2 pound chicken cut in pieces
• Salt and pepper to taste
• 1-2 teaspoons Creole Seasoning
• 1/4 -1/2 cup oil (canola, olive or vegetable oil)
• 5-6 Roma tomatoes or 2 cups tomato puree
• 1 medium onion , sliced
• 1 Tablespoon minced garlic (about 3-4 cloves)
• 1 1/2 teaspoon dried thyme
• 1 Tablespoon paprika

See all of Life's

Preparation:

Beautiful Moments...
KOFORIDUA

LA

Top of Melcom,
Opp. Central Market
P. O. Box CT 403, Accra.
Tel: 0244 331662,
027 7323550

P. O. Box CT 403
Cantonments, Accra.
Opp. Trade Fair, La
Tel: 0302 778827

HO

P. O. Box M 344, Ho
Near Hliha Total Filing Station
Tel : 03620 26759

KUMASI

LATEBIOKORSHIE

NORTH KANESHIE

Airport Roundabout
Close To Melcom 5

Sakumono Link
Near Capital T.V

Adjacent St. Theresa’s Sch.
Tel: 027 7323550

• ¼ teaspoon curry powder
• 1 bay leaf
• 1 tablespoon maggi
• 2 cups water
• 2 green onion chopped whites and green parts
• 3 tablespoon parsley
• 1- 2 cups of sliced carrots

• Season chicken with salt, pepper, and seasoning. Set aside

ACHIMOTA

TEMA

SPINTEX

Naa Densua Plaza
P. O. Box CT 403, Accra.
Tel: 020-2110503,
027 7323550

Comm. 1, Tema.
Divine Plaza, 2nd Floor
Same Building with Tigo
Tel: 020 3018324

Adj. ICGC Church,
Before Comm. 18 Junction,
Spintex Road.
P. O. Box SP RD 033.
Tel/ Fax: 0303 402645

MCCARTHY HILL

TAKORADI

Opp. Benji Lodge
Winneba Road
Tel: 0244 833 552
0262 433 702

Near Shippers Council Road
Or Council to STC Terminal
Tel: 057 748 7893

• In a large pot, heat oil over medium heat, until hot, and then add
the chicken and sauté stirring, frequently, any browned bits off the
bottom of the pot, until chicken is brown.
• If using fresh tomatoes blend tomatoes, onions, garlic, and
onions. Pour the tomatos blend in the pot of chicken, bring to a boil
and let it simmer until tender (depending on the chicken) about 2030 minutes, frequently stirring the saucepan to prevent burns.

• Pour tomato sauce, curry powder, smoked paprika, thyme, bay
leaf, garlic and bouillon powder. Bring to a boil and let it simmer for
about 20-30 minutes. Add about 2 cups of water to the pan.
• Add carrots, green onions, parsley. Cook for another 5 minutes.
Adjust thickness of soup with water or stock.
• Season with salt according to preference. Remove bay leaf.
• Serve over warm rice.

If using tomato sauce; add the onion, sauté until tender, about 4-5minutes.
www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Crossword Puzzle
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Applicant Tracking System
At-Will Employment
Background Check
Benefits
Cobra
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Performance Review;
Closet Edition

s the year quickly comes to an end and we anticipate
the beginning of a new year, it is time for a performance
review of your closet. You need to assess the outfits that
worked best for you in the past year, those that got missing in
the mix, and the ones that have potential to shine in the coming
year.
If you are one to hog your assets, you may not see the need
to de-clutter your closet. It helps to think about it as a way to
make room for more opportunities in the form of clothes! We
will share a number of ways to identify what will make the cut
in your Closet Performance Review. After this, you may identify
some gift items or even some clothing articles to thrift.
Clothes you wore just once: When you pick up a shirt
that makes you say “oh wow- I have not seen this in ages”,
that shirt is probably not meant for your closet. Your clothes
should be worn often enough to have relevance to you. If you
have clothing items that you did not know you had, that is an
indication that it needs to go.
Clothes you wore every week: If you have any clothes you
wore as often as every week, they are probably tired, or have
lost their colour. Some clothes, depending on what it is made
of, can last a very long time. Cotton fabric can look worn out
if washed and ironed too many times. If any clothes came to
mind as you read that sentence, feel free to toss that outfit in
the “Give Away” pile.

Clothes you do not fit into now: To be very honest, anything
you are not wearing now, could be another person’s answered
prayer. Holding on to an item of clothing because you believe
you will “Grow into it” or “lose weight into it” could be living in
denial. More often than not, you will only wear the clothes that
are a perfect fit for you now. Fish out those shirts, trousers and
dresses that have not been the right fit for the most part of the
year and quickly tuck them away in the “Give Away” pile.
Clothes you can re-work: Some clothing items give room
for innovation and creativity. Cutting off the collar on an office
dress shirt can completely transform it into a Chinese-collared
shirt. Adding buttons to a plain tee could perk it up into a
simple work blouse. Identify those items that can be given
a zest of life and give them a first-class return ticket to your
closet!
Ahead of the new year, clean your closet in your quest to look
and feel a better version of you. Acknowledge both your good
and bad shopping decisions and face the repercussions.
There is no shame in realizing that you never got round to
wearing that outfit that you convinced yourself you would. Try
not to thrift or gift out damaged or tattered clothes. If you would
not re-buy it, do not give it. Cheers to an honest and thorough
performance review; closet edition!
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Dear HR,
I’m a Ghanaian working in a successful retail conglomerate in
Ghana. I have been working here for the past six (6) years, and I
have had great opportunities to build my professional portfolio here.
I have participated in training courses, leadership development
programmes and many other avenues that have improved my
positioning for career advancement.
Over these past six years, I have worked closely with my immediate
supervisor, both in and out of the workspace. We have developed
a mutual affection for each other. We are seriously interested in
working towards a future together, though we have been unable to
share our relationship with our other work colleagues.
There is currently an opportunity for promotion that I am eligible
for. I fear my hidden relationship will negatively affect the outcome
of the interview process, as my boyfriend will be sitting on the
hiring committee. We do not want others to assume my career
advancement is as a result of our relationship.
What should I do? Should we break up? Is our relationship an
issue?
Please help me, I am desperate.
Sincerely,
BossChic
Dear BossChic,
It is an interesting predicament you are facing. Fortunately, there
is no prohibition of amorous relationships captured in the labour
law- it is company specific. For this reason, whether or not your
relationship is an issue will solely depend on what your company
policy on this issue is.
Your next steps will be to inquire of your Human Resource Director
what the company policy on the issue is. After that conversation,
you will know whether or not your relationship will have to end, or if
your company may make a consideration for you.
Additionally, if no one is aware of the relationship, it should not
negatively affect the outcome of the interview process. However,
for the sake of integrity and to prevent conflict of interest, your
boyfriend will have to excuse himself from the hiring committee,
once you are an applicant.
I hope this brings more perspective and clarity to your situation.
All the best.
Kind Regards,
Signed,
HR

Job
Listings
TALENT AND RETENTION
MANAGER
INDUSTRY: MARKETING
Requirements
Minimum of Bachelor’s degree in a related field (Human
Resources, Organisational Psychology or similar) or
equivalent experience/training or Minimum of 4 years’
experience in a similar role, preferably with exposure in an
experiential marketing industry.
www.lainejobs.com

SALES OFFICER
INDUSTRY: MANUFACTURING
Requirements

- A bachelor’s degree/HND in Auto Engineering / Sales /
Marketing or related field.
- A minimum of 2 years’ experience as a Sales Officer in an
automobile company.
- Must be very flexible and open for weekend contact
- Must have solid sales competencies with knowledge of
strategies and best practices
- Goal-oriented, self starter with the ability to thrive in a fast
paced and high-pressure work environment
www.lainejobs.com

SONOGRAPHER
INDUSTRY: HEALTH INDUSTRY
Requirements

- A Minimum of BSC or MSC Sonography
- A minimum of 2-5 years experience in similar role
- Must be registered with Allied Health
- Must be attentive to details
- Must have good interpersonal skills
- Must be ready to relocate if not residing in Accra
Females are encouraged to apply
www.lainejobs.com

